This note gives a procedure for division of a number by some small primes up to 151.
While dealing with division in early school days, we are told that a positive integer is divisible by (respectively ) if and only if the sum of the digits forming the number is divisible by (respectively ). We are not normally told why this happens although there is a very valid reason behind it. In the same way we also learn that is divisible by if and only if the sum and difference of the digits forming taken alternatively in order is divisible by .Divisibility of by is simple. For the digit in thr units place of is divisible by while for this digit has to be either or In [2] there is given a procedure for the division of by Proceeding on the lines of the procedure given in [2], we give procedures for division of by several small primes up to
The Procedure
Let be a positive integer, the number of tens (and mot the digit in the tens place) in it and be the digit in the units place in . Then Let and be positive integers such that divides 
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The procedure of division as discussed above involves multiplication of a single digit number by a number of digits and then addition of the result in a number. The processes of addition and (such a simple) multiplication are much simpler than the process of usual division. As such the procedures for checking divisibility given here are preferable to the usual process of division.
